


Ukrainian Export Board is a coordinating unit established  
at Ukrainian Agrarian Council. The main purpose of the Board is  
to promote exports of Ukrainanian agricultural products to Asia, Africa, 
and Europe.  
The Council communicates with  more than 300 Ukrainian food industry 
enterprises and is responsible for coordinating their export activities.

Contacts:
3, Ivana Honty Street, Uman, 20300, Ukraine
Tel.: +38 04744 36985, +38 067 441 0602
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THE CompAny “LASUnkA LTD.” is a leading Ukrainian producer of ice-cream that has been  
unchanged top-performer at Ukrainian market of ice-cream for 18 years. 

Production of the TM “Lasunka ice-cream” is a combination of kept with care traditions with the front-rank technologies 
and modern tendencies in the world of production. The most modern imported and domestic equipment meeting all 
world requirements and standards is used for production of the ice-cream. The control of ice-cream quality is carried 
out in laboratories equipped up to the state of the art level. The activity “Lasunka” Company and high taste qualities of its 
products were repeatedly marked at international exhibitions and tasting competitions.

LLC “LASUnkA”
62, Berezinskaya Street, 

Dnepropetrovsk, 49130, Ukraine
Tel.: (0562) 36-98-48, 36-98-45

office@lasunka.com,  trade@lasunka.com

In Ukraine “Lasunka” Company 
proved itself as a stable producer 

and the reliable partner long ago. 

“Lasunka LTD.” offers the advanta-
geous terms of collaboration for realiza-

tion of ice-cream:

-  Wide assortment satisfying tastes of 
your buyers.

-  FrEE granting of refrigeration equip-
ment – firm refrigeration chests.

-  providing with publicity products: stick-
ers, booklets, placards.

- organization of loading and deliveries of 
commodity to storehouses of a buyer or to the 

place of sale.

- Consultations and teaching on the questions of 
firm trade with our products.

-  Flexible system of discounts for firm trade with 
our products.

More detailed information about our company can be 
obtained on our official site: WWW.LASUnkA.Com

Lasunka company has more than a decade of experi-
ence in foreign trade, including export of its own products 

in such countries as Israel, Kazakhstan, Georgia, Lithuania, 
Russia, Moldova, Azerbaijan, Africa







Ukrainian food has become an integral part in ensuring global food security. Such 
integration into the global market became possible due to receiving leadership posi-
tions in the world markets of grain and oil. During the last decade Ukraine continues 
to increase exports of finished food in several different positions. Among them fruits 
and vegetables, alcoholic and soft drinks, confectionery, meat and dairy products are 
particularly popular. Ukraine confidently holds primacy in the global market of honey, 
nuts and flour.

But Ukraine is rich not only in these positions. Unfortunately, not all potential buyers 
are aware of the agricultural sector possibilities. Ukrainian potential in ensuring global 
population with quality food is one of the largest in the world. In order to show and tell 
about the unknown possibilities of food products export the first edition of Ukrainanian 
Food catalogue has been created. It will be one of the first stages of the launching of 
the international promotional campaign to create a positive image of Ukrainian food.

“Ukrainian food 2015” catalogue  is the image project of Ukraine in the world, the first 
English-language collection of information about Ukrainian exporters of food that will 
be distributed to potential importers through state and private contact channels.

The purpose of the publication and distribution of the catalogue is to inform potential 
importers about types of Ukrainian food.

We hope that this catalogue will help you find a reliable contractor among Ukrainian 
enterprises.




